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Villa Egret

Location and size Quick Facts

Country Südafrika

Region Cape Town

Capacity 8

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 3

Rental Rate on request
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Description

Villa Egret is a wonderfully spacious and minimalistic holiday home located in the peaceful residential suburb
of Flamingo Vlei. This accommodation is the perfect home away from home for a group of 8 people who are
looking to explore the magnificent city of Cape Town and its surroundings. The super simplistic but modern
setting has everything to make for an extremely pleasant stay.

Villa Egret includes 4 comfortable bedrooms which all offer ample storage and cupboard room and 3 lovely
sizable bathrooms that promise maximum comfort. The master bedroom is an especially happy and
welcoming space which opens up onto the beautiful deck and entertainment area where guests can take in
the bliss of the outdoors. This home truly offers everything and more for a picture perfect vacation.

Beyond the friendly and welcoming interior is a lovely outdoor area with a beautifully maintained garden and
swimming pool. This is a great place to bask in the sunshine and take in the peace and quiet that this
location has to offer. With plenty of opportunity for rest and relaxation, it?s a venue that certainly promotes a
holiday lifestyle.

Although maximum leisure is intended, there is a designated work station available for those times when duty
comes calling. An inverter has also been installed to promise an ongoing wifi connection so that work
obligations can be met without any interruption. The large wooden dining table is a wonderful spot for guests
to come together and enjoy a home-cooked meal. This area is complemented with a gorgeous open-plan
kitchen that is equipped with all the necessary tools and appliances to ensure the seamless preparation of
meals. There is also a large balcony that extends across the front of the house where guests can watch life
going by within the neighbourhood. Villa Egret is the ultimate vacation villa andprecisely where you?ll begin
to feel the warm and welcoming energy of the Mother City.

Specials

Table Mountain and ocean views.
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General Information

Living and Dining

Master Bedroom

Second Bedroom

Third Bedroom

3 x outside parking spaces

Garage space for storage

WIFI 

UPS for WIFI

Housekeeping 2 x week

Gardener 1 x week

LOUNGE/DINING

2 open living room areas

HIFI speaker

Bar area

Dining table (8-seater)

Fireplace

KITCHEN

Fully equipped kitchen

Coffee Machine

Dish washer

Washing machine

King bed

En-suite bathroom with double vanity and shower

Seperate doors opening to terrace and garden

Air-conditioning

King bed

Seperate doors leading onto terrace and garden

Air-conditioning

King bed

Seperate doors leading onto terrace and garden

Air-conditioning
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Fourth Bedroom

Outdoors

Service

Situated upstairs

King bed

Air-conditioning

Uncovered terrace with lounging furniture

BBQ

Outdoor dining table (6-seater)

Large swimming pool with heating

Housekeeping 2 x week

Garden 1 x week
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